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Convexity in Riemannian Manifolds
without Focal Points
Nobuhiro Innami

§ O. Introduction
Throughout this paper let M' be a complete Riemannian manifold
and let a geodesic a: (-00, oo)~M' be parametrized by its arc-length.
M' is said to have no focal points if every geodesic a: (- 00, 00 )~M' has
no focal points as a I-dimensional submanifold in M'. In this paper we
shall deal with complete Riemannian manifolds N without focal points
from the point of view of geometry of geodesics. In particular, we shall
investigate relations between the existence of totally convex sets in such a
manifold N (or convex functions on N) and the topological and metric
structure of N.
However our starting point of the study is different from usual ones.
In a paper of O'Sullivan [20] we find a nice exposition of having no focal
points. Namely, he has stated that (1) M' has nonpositive sectional curvature if and only if <Y, Y>"~O for every Jacobi field along every geodesic
a, (2) M' has no focal points if and only if <Y, Y>'>O for t >0 where Y
is any nontrivial Jacobi field along any geodesic vanishing at t=O, (3) M'
has no conjugate points if and only if Y, Y> >0 for t >0 where Y is any
non-trivial Jacobi field along any geodesic a vanishing at t=O. Therefore
if M' has nonpositive sectional curvature, then it has no focal points, and
if M' has no focal points, then it has no conjugate points. These three
classes of Riemannian manifolds are actually distinct as was shown in
Gulliver [16]. From this fact it is a natural question to ask whether there
exists a condition which define a new class of Riemannian manifolds
relative to the classification of these three classes. The condition in (1)
means that II YI1 2 is a convex function for t E R. Near peaklessness of a
function which is explained by Busemann-Phadke [5] is weaker than convexity. A continuous function f on R is by definition nearly peakless if
f(t 2);S; Max {f(t l ), f(tg)} for any tl < t2 < t3. A differentiable nearly peakless
functionfon R has a property:f"(t)~Oforthose t such thatf'(t)=O.
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Hence M' has nonpositive sectional curvature even if IIYW is nearly
peakless for every Jacobi field Y along every geodesic in M'. In this
meaning no class of Riemannian manifolds exist between (1) and (2).
Since the condition in (2) is stronger than near peaklessness of IIYI12, it is
natural to have a question if the condition in (2) is equivalent to the near
peaklessness of II YW. In other words, is the condition, Y, Y)'>O, in (2)
equivalent to the condition, Y, Y)' > O? Here the latter implies the near
peaklessness of II YI1 2 and hence of II YII where Y is as in (2). Remark 2.5
will say that these two conditions are equivalent. From these reasons it
is significant that a Riemannian manifold in which near peaklessness of
II YII holds is said to have no focal points. It should be noted that if Y is
a nontrivial perpendicular Jacobi field along a geodesic a in M' vanishing
at t=O and if <Y, Y)'(to)=O for some to>O, then a(O) is a focal point
of the geodesic tangent to Y(to) along the geodesic a o: ( - 00, 00)-+ M'
given by ao(t):=a(to-t).
Hereafter let N be a complete Riemannian manifold which satisfies
the condition; IIYII is nearly peakless where Y is any Jacobi field along any
geodesic in N vanishing at t=O. Equivalently IIYII is monotone nondecreasing for t > o. If N is simply connected, it is always denoted by M
instead of N. M necessarily has no conjugate points, so that M is diffeomorphic to Rn, n = dim M, and every geodesic a: (- 00, 00) -+ M is a
straight line, i.e., any sub arc of it is a distance minimizing geodesic. N is
actually a quotient manifold MID, where D is the group of isometries of
M corresponding to the fundamental group of N.
In Section 1 we shall give the new proofs of the divergence property
and the flat strip theorem on M which are crucial in our geometry. Goto
[12] and O'Sullivan [21]-Eschenburg [11] have shown these properties on
manifolds M' without focal points by using the idea of the stable Jacobi
tensor. Although this idea is very interesting and useful, it may be unnecessary by our simplification in this paper. Indeed without the idea of
the stable Jacobi tensor we can prove

<
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Theorem 1.7 (Divergence property). Let a and [3 be distinct geodesics

in M with a(O)=[3(O) and let
as t-+oo.

a~O.

Then d(a(at), [3(t)) goes to infinity

Theorem 1.13 (Flat strip theorem). Let geodesics a and [3 in M be
biasymptotic. Then there is a unique totally geodesic flat strip in M such
that a(R) U [3(R) is its boundary.

Also we can prove the angle vanishing property which have played
an important role in the study of Riemannian manifolds with nonpositive
curvature a la Eberlein-O'Neill [8]. Let p and q be any distinct points
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in M and let a be the geodesic such that a(O)=p and a(d(p, q))=q. Then
we denote &(0) by V(p, q). <fjq, r) is by definition the angle between
V(p, q) and V(p, r).
Proposition 1.8 (Angle vanishing property). Let Pm qn and rn be
sequences of points in M such that Pn---+P, qn---+q and d(p, rn)---+oo as n---+oo.
Then <J:rn(Pm qn)---+O as n---+oo.
These results will be deduced by the direct method
from the following basic propositions.

a la Busemann

Proposition 1.1. Let a and 13 be geodesics in M with a(O) = 13(0) and
a*f3. If F(t): =d(a(at), f3(t))for any a>O, then the function F is monotone
nondecreasing for t ~ O.
Due to the notion of the angular measure which makes sense in
Riemannian geometry, Proposition 1.1 is equivalent to
Proposition 1.4. For each point p
d(p, .) is convex on M.

E

M the distance function F(·): =

From Proposition 1.4 it follows that the Busemann function of every
ray in M is convex on M. And convexity of Busemann functions ensures
the divergence property and the angle vanishing property in M. Let a:
( - 00, 00 )---+M be a geodesic and f3t: (- 00, 00 )---+M be a geodesic for each
t E R such that f3tCO)---+p E Mas t---+ 00 and it passes aCt) in its positive
direction. Then f3t converges to a geodesic 13 as t---+oo (see [3]). We call
13 an asymptote to a through p. From Proposition 1.1 the asymptote
relation is characterized as follows. f3 is asymptotic to a in M if and only
if F(t):=d(a(t), f3(t)) is monotone nonincreasing for t E R (proposition
1.9). Hence, if 13 is biasymptotic to a, then F is constant for t E R. This
property yields the flat strip theorem.
In Section 2 we shall investigate the structure of N having totally
convex sets. A subset Q of M' is said to be totally convex if p, q E Q
implies that aU geodesic curves from p to q are entirely contained in Q. If
C is a closed set in M', then each point p E M' has a nearest point q E C
fromp to C, which is called afoot of p on C. We say that a geodesic a:
[0, 00 )---+M' is a perpendicular to C in M' if a(O) E C, the boundary of C in
M', and d(a(t), C)=t for all t~O. If a and 13 are distinct perpendiculars
to C, then a(t) f3(t') for all t, t' > 0, a(O) = 13(0) admitted. The fundamental and useful result is that if there is a nonempty closed totally convex
set Q in N, then N is the union of Q and the point set carrying all perpendiculars to Q (Theorem 3.3). Busemann-Phadke [5] have pointed out that
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this property is very important in the proofs of some results of BishopO'Neill [2], which are, in fact, generalized in G-spaces with convex capsules.
The author learned the implication of consequence from them. As a
direct consequence, we have that if there exists a nonempty closed totally
convex set Q in N such that aQ = p, the boundary of Q as a submanifold in
N, then the exponential map of the normal bundle of Q onto N is a diffeomorphism (Corollary 2.4). Remark 2.5 is a particular case, i.e., the
exponential map of the normal bundle of an arbitrary geodesic in M
onto M is a diffeomorphism, since the point set carrying the geodesic is a
nonempty closed totally convex set in M. The author would like to emphasize as a main theorem in Section 2
Theorem 2.11. Suppose that there exist at most countably many
nonempty closed totally convex sets, Ql> Q2' ... , in N such that Qt n Qj =
pfor i=/=j. If Y:=N-Ui:,1 Qt is nonempty and bounded, then the following
hold.
(1) Exactly two of Q/s are noncompact and other Q/s are compact.
We assume that Ql and Q2 are noncompact.
(2) If X: =aQI (or aQ2), then X is a compact totally geodesic submanifold in N with ax= p.
(3) If W:=N-(Ql U Q2), then the closure Wof W is isometric to a
Riemannian product Xx [0, L], where L: = d(Ql> Qz).
(4) For each i~3 there exist numbers, at and ai, such that O<at~ai
<L and Qi is isometric to Xx [ai' ai]cXx[O, L].

In Section 3 we shall give some conditions that N splits isometrically
as Nl X R. In fact, the purpose is to prove

r

Theorem 3.12. Let be a ray in N. If the Busemann function f, is
convex on N and if the diameter function 0 of the levels off, is bounded, then
N is isometric to a Riemannian product Nl X R.
Proposition 3.13. Suppose that N has two ends. If there exist convex
functions j; and fz on N such that they have no minimum and f;I« - 00, to])
nfz- 1«- 00, so])=p for some to>infj; and some so>infJz, then N is isometric to a Riemannian product Nl X R.

Proposition 3.13 will be shown as an application of Theorem 2.11.
However, for the proof of Theorem 3.12 we must establish the notion of
points at infinity as in Eberlein-O'Neill [8] and need to prepare many
lemmas which will be obtained in the same way as in [8]. The asymptote
relation on the set of all geodesics in M is an equivalence relation (Corollary 1.10). We denote by M( 00) the set of all asymptote classes of
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geodesics in M and put M:=MU M(oo). Then we can give a topology
in M such that M is homeomorphic to the closed unit ball in R'n, n =
dim M. This topology is called the cone topology of M. All isometries
of M leaves each asymptote relation invariant, so that we should naturally
consider isometries of M as mappings of Minto M. The extension of an
isometry of M is a homeomorphism of M onto itself with the cone
topology. We shall mainly investigate how the group D of isometries on
M acts on M(oo) under the assumption of Theorem 3.12 if N=M/D.

§ 1. Fundamental properties
In this section we obtain the fundamental properties which are used
later. We again emphasize that we do not use the idea of the stable Jacobi
tensor at all. We have already promised to denote by a a geodesic such
that its domain is R and it is parametrized by its arc-length. When we
need to change the parameter of a, we use the notation, for example, a(at),
whose speed is a. The first observation is
Proposition 1.1. Let a and 13 be geodesics in M with p: = a(O) = 13(0)
and a =1=13. If F(t):=d(a(at), f3(t)) for any a>O, then the function F is
monotone nondecreasing for t >0.
Proof. Let 0~tl<t2 and let r: [0, L]~M be the geodesic joining
a(at2)=r(L) and f3(t 2)=r(0). Define a curve Z: [0, L]~TpM in such a way
that r(s)=expp Z(s) for each s E [0, L]. We can construct the geodesic
variation r: [0, 1] X [0, L]~M so that r(u, s)=expp uZ(s) for every (u, s)
E [0; 1] X [0, L]. The vector field Y: =r*(%s) is a non-trivial Jacobi field
vanishing at u=O along each geodesic passing throughp and r(s), so that
for each s E [0, L] the norm II YII is nondecreasing for u E [0, 1]. The curve
r(ll/t2, s): [0, L]~M goes from f3(t l) to a(atl)' Hence we have
F(tl)=d(a(atl),f3(1I))

<f:

IIY(tI/t2, s)llds~

J: IIY(1,

s)lIds=

f: II

t(s) I ds

=L=d(a(at2), f3(tZ))=F(t2)'

This completes the proof.
Using the notion of angles we can change this property to the distance
function property from each point in M. The author does not know
whether Proposition 1.1 implies Proposition 1.2 in more general spaces,
for example, in Finsler G-spaces.
Before stating Proposition 1.2, we give two definitions. A function
F on M' is said to be convex if, along each geodesic a in M', F a is a one0
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variable convex function for the parameter of a. If M' is noncompact
and if a: [0, oo)~M' is a ray, then we can define a function on M' by
fa(·):=limt~oo {d(·, a(t))-t}, which is called the Busemannfunction of a.
According to Busemann-Phadke [4], the following three propositions
are equivalent in a straight G-space in which all geodesics are by definition
distance minimizing. So we have only to prove Proposition 1.2.
Proposition 1.2. For each point p
F(.):=d(p, .)2 is convex on M.
Proposition 1.3.

E

M the square distance function

Let a be a geodesic in M.

Proposition 1.4. For each point p
d(p, .) is convex on M.

E

Then fa is convex on M.

M the distance function F(. ): =

A continuous function F on M' is said to be peakless if for every
geodesic a in M' the function F satisfies that Fo a(t2)~Max {Foa(t l),
F 0 aCta)} for tl < t2 < ta and whenever the equality holds, F 0 a(tl) = F 0 a(t2)
=Fo aCta). The condition on the equality implies that Fo a(t)=c on a
proper interval only if min F 0
00, 00))= : c. If the equality cannot
hold for any tl < t2 < ta, then F is said to be strictly peakless. All convex
functions are peakless. According to [3], we have from Proposition 1.4

a«-

Corollary 1.5. For each point p
strictly peakless on M.

E

M the distance function d(p, .) is

We return to the proof of Proposition 1.2.
Proof of Proposition 1.2. If a geodesic a passes through p = a(O),
then it is trivial that Fo a is convex, because Fo a(t)=t 2 for every t E R.
We assume that a geodesic a does not pass through p. Let G: = F 0 a and
H:=..,IG. We will prove that G'(t2»G'(tl) for t2>tl. Let r l and r 2 be
geodesics such that r l(0)=r 2(0)=p, rl(L1)=a(t l) and rzCL2)=a(t2)' where
LI :=d(p, a(tl))=H(tl) and L 2:=d(p, a(t2))=H(t2)' Then, by Proposition
1.1, if I(s): = d(r 2(L 2sjL1), rl(s)) for s:::::O, lis monotone nondecreasing for
s:::::O. Let Oi be the angles between r/L i ) and a(ti) for i= 1,2. Then
I'(L 1)=L2 cos 02/LI-COS 01~0. Since H'(tt)=cos 0i at t= tt for i= 1, 2,
H(t2)H'(t2):::::H(tl)H'(tl). Hence G'(t2»G'(tI)' This completes the proof.
The following lemma will be used in the proofs of the divergence
property (Theorem 1.7) and the angle vanishing property (Proposition 1.8).
Lemma 1.6. Let a and [3 be geodesics with a(O) = [3(0) in M and let
a>O, Then d(a(at), [3(t))>t(l-a<a(O), ~(O»)for all t>O.

For the proof we need some properties of Busemann functions.

If
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fa is the Busemann function of a ray aon M', then Ifa(P)-fa(q)ls.d(p, q)
for any points P and q in M'. And if M' is simply connected and has no
conjugate points, then fa is at least (Cl~)differentiable and the gradient
vector at each point P E M' is the negative velocity vector of the asymptote
7 to a throughp=7(0) at t=O, and hence !a(7(t))=fa(p)-t for all t E R

(see [11] and [18]).
Proof of Lemma 1.6.

From the properties above and convexity of

f p, we have
d(a(at), fi(t))zlfp(a(at))- fP(~(t)) Iz t+ fp(a(at))
> t+at(fp 0 a)'(O) = t(l-a<~(O), d'(0)),

which is our goal.
Theorem 1.7 (Divergence property). Let a and ~ be distinct geodesics
in M with a(O) = ~(O) and let aZO. Then d(a(at), fi(t)) goes to infinity as
t-*oo.
Proof If a=t'=l, then d(a(at), fi(t))> 1d(a(at), fi(O))-d(a(O), fi(t))I=
lat-tl=la-llltl, and therefore d(a(at), ~(t))-*oo as t-*oo. If a=1,

then 1-<d'(0), ~(O»>O, because a=t'=~. Thus, from Lemma 1.6, we have
that d(a(t), 13(t))-*oo as t-*oo. This completes the proof.
Proposition 1.8 (Angle vanishing property). Let Pn, qn and r n be
sequences of points of M such that Pn-*P, qn-*q and d(p, rn)-*oo as n-*
00.
Then <f...rn(Pm qn)-*O as n-*oo.
Proof Let an and 13n be geodesics in M such that an(O) = r n = fin(O),
an(d(rmPn))=Pn and finCd(rn' qn))=qn for each n. If tn:=d(rn' qn) and
an: =d(r mPn)/d(r m qn), then d(Pm qn)=d(aiantn), 13n(tn))Z tn(1-an<d'n(O),
~n(O»)=tn(1-ancos<f...rn(pn,qn))'
Since tn-*oo and an-*1 as n-*oo,
cos<f...rn (Pn, qn)-*1, and hence <f...rn(Pn, qn)-*O as n-*oo, which is our goal.

The following characterization for asymptotes, which is stated in
O'Sullivan [21] and Goto [12], is very important. Goto's proof is somewhat complicated at least to the author.
Proposition 1.9. Let a and fi be geodesics in M and let F(t):=d(a(t),
13(t)) for all t E R. Then the following are equivalent:
(1) fi is an asymptote to a.
(2) F is monotone nonincreasing in t E R.
(3) F is bounded above in t;;:;; O.
Proof

(1)9(2).

Let 13n be the geodesic in M such that 13iO) = 13(0)
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and f3n(d(f3(O), a(tn)))=a(t n) and let Fn(t):=d(f3n(a nt), aCt)) for all t E R,
where an:=d(f3eO), a(tn))/t n. For each n it follows from Proposition 1.1
that Fn is monotone nonincreasing for t<tn. Since an~1 as n~co, Fn(t)
~F(t):=d(f3(t), aCt)) for all t ERas n~oo.
Thus F is monotone nonincreasing for t E R.
(2)9(3). There is nothing to prove.
(3)9(1). Suppose that 13 is not asymptotic to a and that r is the
asymptote to a through 13(0) = reO). By the argument above there exists a
C >0 such that d(r(t), a(t» < C for all t >0. Also, by Theorem 1.7, d(f3(t),
r(t»~co as t~co.
On the other hand, from the triangle inequality,
d(f3(t), a(t»>d(f3(t), r(t»)-d(r(t), aCt». Hence d(f3(t), a(t»~co as t~
co, which completes the proof.
As applications ofthe above characterization we have very important
and useful implements in Section 3.
Corollary 1.10. The asymptote relation on the set of aI/geodesics in
M is symmetric and transitive.

This follows from (3) in Proposition 1.9.
Proposition 1.11.
stant on M.

If a

and 13 are asymptotic in M, then fa - ffi is con-

Because grad fa = gradffi on M by Corollary 1.10 and by the remark
following Lemma 1.6.
Proposition 1.12. Let Pm qm r nand Sn be sequences of points in M
such that Pn~P, qn~q, d(p,rn)~co and d(q,sn)~co as n~co and
sup {d(r m sn); n E N} = : C co. Let an and f3n be geodesics in M such
that an(O)=Pn, f3n(O)=qm an(d(Pn, rn»=rn and f3n(d(qn) sn»=sn' If an
converges to a geodesic a, then f3n converges to the asymptote 13 to a with
f3(O)=q.

<

Proof We have only to prove that if a subsequence 13k of f3n converges to a geodesic r, then r is always asymptotic to a, because of the
uniqueness of the asymptote through given point in M. Let Wk be the
geodesic for each k such that wk(O)=Pk and wk(d(Pk' Sk»=Sk' Then, by
Proposition 1 .1, d(ak(t), wk(akt»<d(rk, Sk) for O<t<d(Pk, rk), where a k :=
d(Pk, sk)/d(Pk, rk)· Also d(wiakt), f3k(bkt»~d(Pk' qk) for O<t<d(Pk, rk),
where bk: = d(qk' sk)/d(Pk, rk)' Since Id(Pk' rk)- d(qk' Sk) I ~ d(rk' Sk) +
d(Pk,qk) and Id(pk,rk)-d(pk,Sk)l~d(rk,sk)' ak~1 and bk~1 as k~
co.
Therefore d(a(t), r(t» = lim d(ak(t), f3k(t» = lim d(ait), {3k(b kt» <
lim {d(ait), wk(akt»+d(wk(akt), f3k(b kt»)} < C+d(p, q) for all t>O. This
completes the proof in conjunction with Proposition 1.9.
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The last in this section is the flat strip theorem which was proved by
O'Sullivan [21] and Eschenburg [11]. Our proof is elementary and simple
rather than theirs. Let a and ~ be asymptotic in M. If the reversed
geodesic ~_ of ~ is asymptotic to the reversed geodesic a_ of a, then a and
~ are by definition biasymptotic. If a and ~ are biasymptotic and if F(t): =
d(a(t), ~(t» for t E R, then F is constant for t E R.
Theorem 1.13 (Flat strip theorem). Let a and ~ be biasymptotic.
Then there is a unique totally geodesic flat strip in M such that a(R) U ~(R)
is its boundary.
Proof. We first prove that if p E a(R) and q E ~(R), then there exists
a flat strip such that its boundary consists of a(R) and ~(R) and it contains
the segment T(p, q). More precisely, if we assume that p=a(O) and q=
~(O) by changing their representations, if necessary, then the surface S: =
U-oo<t<oo T(a(t), ~(t» is flat or equivalently is isometric to a strip in R2.
To do this it is sufficient to prove that for each rES if r E T(a(s), ~(s»
and if r is the asymptote to a (or equivalently with r(s)=r, then r is
biasymptotic to a (or ~) and ret) E T(a(t), ~(t» for all t E R. Because, F
is constant if F(t):=d(a(t), ret»~ for alIt E R. And further, because, if
0: [O,L]-?M and e: [0, L] -?M are representations of T(a(to), ~(to» and
T(a(t l), ~(tl» for each to, tl E R and if G(u):=d(o(u), e(u» for OsusL,
then Gis constant Ito-til in OsusL. The claim is proved as follows.
Let rn be the point in T(a(n), ~(n» such that d(rno a(n»=d(r, a(s»
for each n E Z_ and let rn be the asymptote to a with rnCn)=rn. Then,
by Proposition 1.9, d(r n(s), a(s» < d(r n(n), a(n» and d(r n(s), ~(s»s
d(r,,(n), ~(n» for every nSs. Hence d(a(n), ~(n»=d(a(s), ~(s»<d(r,,(s),
a(s» + d(r ,,(s), ~(s» < d(r nCn), a(n» + d(r n(n), ~(n» = d(a(n), ~(n», and
thus d(rn(s), a(s»=d(r,,(n), a(n»=d(r, a(s» and d(rn(s), ~(s»=d(rnCn),
~(n»=d(r, ~(s». This implies that rn(s)=r, because of the uniqueness of
the existence of the segment T(a(s), ~(s». By the uniqueness- of the existence of the asymptote through given point in M, we conclude that rnet)
=r(t) for all t>n, and hence r ,,~r as n-?- 00. It follows from the
construction of r n that r is biasymptotic to a and ret) E T(aCt), ~(t» for
all t E R. This completes the first step of the proof.
We change a representation of ~, if necessary, to satisfy that fa(~(O»
=0 andfaC~(t»= -t for all t E R. Let So:=U-oo<t<oo T(a(t), ~(t». We
prove that So is totally geodesic. Suppose that So is not totally geodesic.
Then there existp and q in So such that the segment T(p, q) is not contained in So. Suppose that p E T(a(to), ~(to» and q E T(a(tl)' ~(tl» for
some to=l=tl. Let p. and 7: be asymptotes to a with p.(to)=P and 7:(tl)=q
respectively. Since p. and 7: are biasymptotic, we determine the flat surfaces S~ and SI as above such that S~ ~ p, 7:(to) and SI ~ p, q. Obviously

m
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S6CSo. If c: [0, L]--+SI is the geodesic in SI> where L:=d(p, q) sin ~
(V(p, q), ft(t o» , such that c(o)=p and ~(c(o), ft(to»=11:/2, then fa 0 c is
constant on [0, L], and hence c(L)=r(to) and ~(c(L), i:(to» = 11:/2. Hence
we find from the Pythagoras theorem in S6 and SI that d(p, q)2 - V =
jto-tI12=K2-d(p, r(to»Z, where Kis the distance between p and q in S6.
This is impossible, because d(p, q)<K and L>d(p, r(to)). Thus So is

totally geodesic.

§ 2. Totally convex sets
In this section we see to what extent the existence of totally convex
sets influences the structure of N. A closed totally convex set Q in M'
has the structure of a topological sub manifold such that the interior of Q
as a manifold is a smooth totally geodesic sub manifold in M' (see [6] and
[7]). If Q is a totally convex set in N, then the closure of Q is also totally
convex in N, because of the uniqueness of the existence of the segment
joining given two points in M. Each point p E M has a unique foot q on
Q, since the distance function from p is strictly peakless. And the point
q is the foot of each point r E T(p, q).
Lemma 2.1. Let Q (=I=M) be a closed totally convex set in M. Then
for every point r E Q there exists a perpendicular to Q which emanates from
r, and M is covered by Q and the point set carrying all perpendiculars to Q.
Furthermore, if p E M - Q, then there exists a unique perpendicular to Q
through p.
Proof Let p E M - Q and let q be the foot of p on Q. Let a: [0, 00)
--+M be the geodesic in M such that a(O)=q and a(d(p, q»)=p. We want
to prove that if q=l=q' E Q, then d(a(t), q'»d(a(t), q) for all t>O. Let
[3 be the geodesic in M such that [3(O)=q and [3(d(q, q')=q'. Then
~(~(O), &(0»;;::: 11:/2.

In fact, otherwise there exists a point q" E [3([0,
It follows
from the convexity and the strict peaklessness of the distance function F
from aCt) for each t>O that F 0 [3 assume!) a minimum only at a point So
E R such that (Fo [3)'(so)=O.
Hence d(a(t), q'»d(a(t), q) by the convexity and the strict peaklessness of F [3 again. This completes the first
step.
Let r E Q and Pn EM - Q such that Pn--+r as n--+oo. Let an be perpendiculars to Q through Pn for each n. If a is a limit of converging subsequence a k of an> then a is a perpendicular to Q emanating from r. This
completes the proof.
d(q, q')])cQ such that d(p, q»d(p, q"), a contradiction.

0

Lemma 2.2. Let M' be the universal covering space of M' and 11: its
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projection. Suppose that Q is a closed set in M'.
F(.):=d(., 71:- I Q), then F=F71:.
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If F(.): = d( ., Q)

and

Proof Let p E M' and P:=71:(p) EM'. There exists a q E Q such
that d(p, q)=d(p, Q). Let q be the point over q such that the segment
T(p, q) lies over a segment T(p, q). Then F(p) > F(p) = d(p, q)=d(p, q)
;z:.d(p, 71:- I Q)=F(p), since 71: is distance nonincreasing and q E 71:- I Q. This
completes the proof.

Theorem 2.3. Let Q (=I=N) be a nonempty closed totally convex set in
N. Then for every point r E Q there exists a perpendicular to Q which
emanates from r, and N is covered by Q and the point set carrying all
perpendiculars to Q. Furthermore, if pEN- Q, then there is a unique
perpendicular to Q through p. In particular, N is noncompact.
Proof Let M be the universal covering space of Nand 71: the projection. 71:- I Q is a closed totally convex set. If a is a perpendicular to 71:- I Q,
then d(71:a(t), Q)=d(a(t), 71:- I Q)=t for all t>O. Hence 71:a is a perpendicular to Q. This completes the proof.
Busemann-Phadke [5] have indicated that this property is important
in the proofs of some results in [2], which are generalized in G-spaces with
convex capsules. The author learned the implication of consequence from
[5].

Corollary 2.4. If there exists a nonempty closed totally convex set Q
in N such that aQ =,p, then the exponential map of the normal bundle of Q
onto N is a diffeomorphism.
Remark 2.5. By Corollary 2.4, if a is a geodesic in M, then a has
no focal points in N as a I-dimensional submanifold. Hence the condition that for every nontrivial Jacobi field Yalong every geodesic vanishing at t=O the norm of Yis nondecreasing for t>O implies that (Y, Y)'
>0 for t >0 (see [10] and [20]).
The following is a generalization of a note in [21].
Lemma 2.6. Let Q (=I=M) be a nonempty closed totally convex set in
M and let r be a geodesic in M. If F(t):=d(r(t), Q), then either F is
monotone nonincreasing for t E R or F(t) goes to infinity as t~oo.

<

Proof Suppose that there exists a C >0 such that F(tj) C for some
sequence tj E R with tj~oo. Let s<s'. We define a point q(t) E Q for
each t ERas follows. If ret) E Q, then q(t):=r(t). Otherwise q(t) is
the foot of r(t) on Q. Since {F(tj); tj} is bounded above, we have; d(q(s),
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q(tj»-HX) as tr-+ 00 , since d(q(s), q(tj»;;;;;ls-tjl-F(tj)-F(s) for all t l •
For each t E R let at be a geodesic such that at(s)=q(s) and at(d(q(s),
q(t»+s)=q(t). Then, by Proposition 1.12, at! converges to the asymptote a to r with a(s)=q(s). Thus F(s)=d(r(s), Q)=d(r(s), a(s»>d(r(s'),
a(s'» ~ d(r(s'), Q) = F(s'), since the total convexity of Q implies that
a([s,oo»cQ. This completes the proof.

In conjunction with Lemma 2.2 and Lemma 2.6 we have
Proposition 2.7. Let Q (=I=N) be a nonempty closed totally convex set
in N and let r be a geodesic in N. If F(t):=d(r(t), Q) for all t E R, then
either F is monotone nonincreasing in t E R or F(t) goes to infinity as t~oo.
Proposition 2.8. Let Q (=I=N) be a nonempty closed totally convex set
in M and let r be a geodesic such that r(R) Cs;. Q and {d(r(tj), Q)} is bounded
above for a sequence tj which diverges in both directions of R. For each
t E R let q(t) E Q be the foot ofr(t) onQ. Ifa(t):=q(t) for all t E R,
then a is a geodesic in M and biasymptotic to r.
Proof By Lemma 2.6, d(r(t), Q) is constant in t E R, say L>O.
For each n E Zlet an be the asymptote to r withan(n)=q(n). As in the
proof above, an([n,oo»cQ. Since L<d(r(t), an(t»sd(r(n), an(n»=L
for all t~n, d(r(t), an(t»=L for all t>n. From the uniqueness of the
existence of the foot ofr(t) for all t E R it follows that an(t)=q(t)=a(t)
for all t > n. This completes the proof as n~ - 00.
As an application of Proposition 2.8, we have
Theorem 2.9. Let Ql and Q2 be nonempty compact totally convex set
in N such that Ql=1=Q2, aQl=cjJ and aQ2=cjJ. For each q E Q2 if f(q) E Ql
is the foot ofq E Q2 on Ql and ifQ:=UqEQ. T(q,j(q», then Q is isometric
to a Riemannian product Q2 X [0, L], where L: = d(Ql' Q2), and Ql is iso.
metric to Q2.
Proof It follows that d(q, Ql)=L for every q E Q2. Otherwise there
exists a geodesic a in N such that a(R)CQ2 and F(t)=d(a(t), Ql) is not
constant in t E R. If F(to)<F(t1) for to<t1o then F(t)~oo as t~oo by
Proposition 2.7, contradicting that a(R) C Q2· Since Ql =1= Q2' Ql n Q2 = cjJ.
Next we want to construct an isometric map I of Q onto Q2 X [0, L]. The
map I is defined as follows. Let p E Q and let q be the point in Q2 such
thatp E T(q,j(q». If t:=d(p, q), then we define a map I by sendingp
to (q, t) E Q2 X [0, L]. The map I is bijective. It remains to prove that
d(p, p') = d(/(p), I(p'» for any p, p' E Q, i.e., if I(p)=(q, t) and I(p') =
(q', t'), then d(p,p')=.Jd(q, q')2+lt_t'12. Let Mbe the universal covering space of N and let 'K the projection. Fix a point jJ E M with 'KjJ=p.
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Let T(p, p') in M lie over a segment T(p, p') in N and let T(q,j(q»,
T(q',f(q'» lie over T(q,j(q», T(q',f(q'» which contain p and p' respectively. Using the flat strip which is determined by the geodesics through
q, q' or through f(q), f(q') respectively, we have that d(p,p') =
./d(q,q')2+lt-t'12. The remainder is to prove that d(q,q')=d(q,q').
Suppose that there exist q and q' in 1C-'Q2 such that d(q, q')=d(q, q')<
d(q, q'). Then we can conclude from Proposition 2.8 and Lemma 2.2 that
there exists a curve from p to p' in N whose length is less than d(p, p'), a
contradiction. Thus d(q, ql) = d(q, q'). This ensures that lis an isometric
map of Q onto Q2 X [0, L].
If f is surjective, then Q, is isometric to Q2' Suppose that there exists
a point p E Q, - f(Q~. By the definition of J, d(p, Q2) > L. Let abe a
geodesic in N such that a(O)=p and a(R) nf(Q2)=I=ifJ. If F(t):=d(a(t), Q2)
for each t ER, then F is not constant, contradicting Proposition 2.7 because a(R)CQ,.
In order to continue the investigation we need the notion of ends.
An end e is by definition an assignment to each compact set K in M' a
component e(K) of M' - K in such a way thate(K,) :) e(Kz) if K, C K 2 •
Greene-Shiohama [14] have studied the end structure of manifolds which
admit locally nonconstant convex functions. Such a manifold has at most
two ends. We can here obtain an analogous result.
Theorem 2.10. Suppose that there exists a nonempty closed totally
convex set Q in N which has no interior point in N. Then N has at most two
ends. Furthermore, N has exactly two ends only if Q is a compact hypersurface in N such that 8Q = ifJ and it separates N. In particular, in that case,
N is diffeomorphic to a product Q X R, where Q is compact.
Proof Define a function F on Nby F(p):=d(p, Q) for each point
pEN. We first prove that if Q does not separate N, then N has one end.
Secondly we will treat the other case. Then, if Q is compact, N has just

two ends, and otherwise one end.
Suppose that Q does not separate N. For a t>O let p, q E F-'(t).
There exists a curve c: [0, L]--+N-Q such that c(O)=p and c(L)=q. If
a.: [0, oo)--+Nis the perpendicular to Q through c(s) for each s E [0, L],
then a map c': [0, L]--+F-'(t) with c'(s):=a.(t) is continuous, since the
perpendicular to Q through pEN - Q continuously depends on p. This
implies the connectedness of F-'(t) for all t >0. Therefore for any compact set K the number of unbounded components of N - K is one, so that
N has one end.
Next we assume that Q separates N. It is well-known that Q is a
hypersurface in N possibly with 8Q =1= ifJ. If 8Q=ifJ, then, by Corollary
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2.4, the exponential map of the normal bundle of Q onto N is a diffeomorphism. Hence N is diffeomorphic to a product Q X R, since F-I(t) is
not connected for t>O. If Q is compact, then N has just two ends.
Otherwise N has one end. It remains to prove what we suppose above.
Suppose that there exists a boundary point p E aQ as a manifold. Let q,
r be points which are contained in distinct components of N - Q and let
ao, fio be perpendiculars to Q through q, r respectively. Assume that a l
and f31 are perpendiculars to Q emanating from p such that &1(0) and ~I(O)
are the resulting vectors of parallel translations of &0(0) and ~0(0) along
segments T(ao(O), p) and T(fio(O), p) respectively. Also we can use these
parallel translations to obtain a curve from ao(t) to al(t) (and from fio(t)
to filt)) in N-Q. Sincep is a boundary point of Q any neighborhood
of pin N can never be disconnected by Q. Hence we obtain a curve from
al(e) to fil(e) in N - Q, where e>O is sufficiently small. Then there exists
a curve from al(t) to fil(t) obtained by perpendiculars to Q through the
curve as above. Consequently there exists a curve from q to r in N - Q,
contradicting the choice of q and r. This completes the proof.
Concerning the existence of totally convex sets in N we have
Theorem 2.11. Suppose that there exist at most countably many
nonempty closed totally convex sets, QI' Qz, .. " in N such that Qi n Qj = cp
for i*j. If Y:=N-U;"~I Qi is nonempty and bounded, then the following
hold.
(1) Exactly two of Q/s are noncompact and other Q/s are compact.
We assume that QI and Qz are noncompact.
(2) If X: =aQI (or aQz), then X is a compact totally geodesic hypersurface in N with ax = cpo
(3) If W:=N-(QI U Qz), then the closure Wof W is isometric to a
Riemannian product Xx [0, L], where L: = d(QI' Qz).
(4) For each i > 3 there exist numbers, a i and ai, such that O<ai;;:;:ai
<L and Qi is isometric to Xx [ai' ail cxx [0, L].
It should be noted that the following property is often used in the
proof: Any closed interval A in R can never be covered by countably
many, mutually disjoint, proper closed intervals of A, a single point admitted.

Proof Since Qi is closed for every i ~ 1 and since Qi n Qj = cp for
i*j, there exists a point of Y near by any point p such that p E Qi for
some i. Thus we note that there exists a compact set Kin N such that K
contains Yand Ui Qt.
Since the existence of nonempty closed totally convex set in N implies
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that N is noncom pact, it follows from the existence of a ray in N and the
remark above that one of Q/s contains the ray, and hence is noncompact,
say QI. If we use a perpendicular to QI instead of the ray which is just
now used, then we can find another noncompact set Qi' i=/= 1, say Q2. The
interiors of QI and Q2 in N are nonempty. Otherwise Y is unbounded,
a contradiction. If x:=aQI=QI and X':=aQ2=Q2' then X and X' are
closed hypersurfaces in N, i.e., compact, ax = ifJ, ax' = ifJ.
We prove that X (and X') is connected. Suppose that it is false. Let
XI be the component of X which contains the starting point p of a perpendicular a to QI a sub-ray of which is contained in Q2 and let X 2 be a different
component of X. If q E X 2 , then a perpendicular /3 to QI from q does not
intersect Q2. In fact, if there exist to, tl >0 such that a(to) E Qz and /3(tI)
E Qz, then we can obtain a curve from aCto) to /3(t l) in Qz, because Qz is
totally convex in N. Since the starting point of the perpendicular to QI
through r E N - QI continuously depends on r, there exists a curve from p
to q in X, a contradiction. There is a unique Qi. which contains a sub-ray
of /3. Let r be a ray from q in QI and let c: R--*N be a curve such that
c(R) is the union ofr([O, 00» and /3([0, 00». Then c(R)cN - Q2. Hence
it will be asserted from the continuity of perpendiculars to Qz that there is
a curve w: [0, l]--*N- Y such that w(O) Er([O, 00» n QI> w(l) E/3([0, 00»
n Qi. and w([O, 1]) consists of finitely many segments. This contradicts
the remark preceding the proof, and hence X is connected. In fact, the
curve w is constructed as follows. Let L'>O be a number greater than the
diameter of K. Let w': [0, 1]--*N - Qz be a sub-arc of c such that w'(O)
=r(L') E QI and w'(l)=/3(L') E Qi.. For each s E [0,1] if as: [0, oo)--*N
is the perpendicular to Qz through w'(s) and if w"(s):=as(L'), then w":
[0, l]--*N-Y is continuous. Hence we can obtain a desired curve was an
approximation of w".
Next we prove that Qi is compact for i ~ 3. Suppose that Q3' for
example, is not compact. Let p be a point in Q3 such that d(p, QI) > L',
where L' is as above, and let /3' be the perpendicular to QI through p. We
can connect j3'(L') and a(L') by a curve in N-Y as follows, where a is
as above. To accomplish this, if F(r):=d(r, QI) for each r E N, then we
prove that F-I(t) is connected for every t>O. Since X is compact, F-I(t)
is compact for each t>O, and therefore the number of components of
F-I(t) is finite. For r E N - QI let f(r) denote the starting point of the
perpendicular to QI through r, i.e., the foot of r on QI. Since f is continuous on N - QI' for each t > the image under f of each components
of F-I(t) is closed in X. Hence there exists a point p' E X such that there
exist perpendiculars, a l and /31> to QI from p' which pass different components, VI and V 2, of F-I(t), since X is connected. There exists a neighborhood B of p' such that B - QI is connected, because of the total
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convexity of QI with interior points in N. Hence for a sufficiently small
e>O we can connect al(e) and fJI(e) by a curve in B-QI' Using this curve
we can obtain a curve in F-I(t) from al(t) E VI to fJl(t) E Vz, a contradiction. Thus F-l(t) is connected for all t>O, so that there exists a curve
from a(L') to fJl(L ' ) in F-I(L' ), contradicting that Qz n Qs=<jJ. We have
just finished the proof of (1).
We prove (2) and (3). Under the notation above F-l(t) is a closed
topological submanifold in N for each t >0. If F-1(t) is totally convex
for all O<t<L, then X is a totally convex set in N, because F-l(t)---+X as
t---+ + 0. By the same reasoning the boundary X' of Qz in N is totally
convex. Since X and X' have no boundarys as manifolds, it follows from
Theorem 2.9 that the closure Wof W is isometric to a Riemannian product
Xx [0, L]. It remains to prove that F-1(t) is totally convex for each 0< t
<L. Suppose that it is false. Then there exist points p and q in F-l(t) such
that there is a geodesic curve c from p to q which is not contained in
F-l(t). If a is the extension of c, then F a is not monotone nonincreasing
in both directions of R, and hence, by Proposition 2.7, Fo a(t)---+oo as t---+
+ 00. Thus there exist to 11 E R such that aCto) E Qz and a(tl) E Qz,
contradicting the total convexity of Qz.
For the proof of (4) it is sufficient to notice that if a totally convex
set CeXx [0, L] contains a point (q, t) E Xx [0, L], then C~XX {t}, since
it follows from Theorem 2.3 that a compact manifold without focal points
can never contain any proper totally convex set.
0

'*

§ 3. Splitting theorems
In this section we give some conditions that N splits isometrically as
NIXR. We first need to extend the notion of the asymptotic closure in
the sense of Eberlein-O'Neill [8] to manifolds without focal points.
It follows from Corollary 1.10 that the asymptote relation in the set
of all geodesics in M is an equivalence relation. We denote by a( 00) the
class containing a geodesic a and by M( 00) the set of all asymptote classes.
Let M:=MUM(oo). We define a topology of M as follows. For a
point p E M let B(p) e TpM be the closed unit ball and S(p) its boundary
sphere. Define a map Fp: B(p)---+M as follows; Fp(v):=expp v/(1-llvll)
for v E B(p)-S(p), Fp(v):=r.(oo) for v E S(p), which r. is the geodesic
with rv(O)=v. Obviously Fp is bijective, and also Fp 1 (B(p)-S(p)) is diffeomorphic onto M. Thus Fp yields a topology k on M such that UeM
is open if and only if Fp-I(U) is open in B(p). We have to prove that the
definition is independent of the choice of p E M. This is ensured by the
following. The idea of the proof have already appeared in [9].
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For any p, q E M, Fq-1oFp: B(p)---+B(q) is a homeo-

morphism.
Prooj. Fq- 10 Fp is bijective, so that we have only to prove that Fq- 10
Fp is continuous at any U E S(p), because Fq- 1 Fp IB(p)-S(p) is diffeomorphic to B(q)-S(q). Suppose that B(p) ~ Vn---+V E S(p). For each n
there exists a unique Wn E B(p) such that FiW n) = Fp(v n). Since B(q) is
compact, a subsequence Wk of Wn converges to a point W E S(p). It follows from Proposition 1.9 and Proposition 1.12 that rv and r ware asymptotic, and hence the sequence Wn converges to w. This completes the proof.
For each U E S(p) and IT> 10 > 0 the set C(v, 10):= {b E M {p}
1:jv, rPb(O))<S, where rpb is the geodesic throughp and b and with rpb(O)
=p}, is called the cone of vertex p, axis v and angle s. There exists a
unique topology k' on M which is generated by canonical topology on M
and the set of all cones. Obviously k-::Jk'. The following lemma implies
that k=k'.
0

Lemma 3.2. For any U E S(p), any O<s<IT and any L>O there exists
a cone C(v', 10') such that C(v', 10') ~ rv(oo) and C(v', s')cC(v, s)-{q E M;
d(p, q)~L}=: C.

Proof Let q:=rv(L+ 1). Since F,;l(C) is open in B(q) and since
Fq-l(rv([L+ 1, 00]) is a radius of B(q), it follows that if v': =rv(L+ 1), then
there exists an 10', 0<10' <IT, such that the set {u E B(p); 1:.(u, u')<s'} is
contained in Fq-1(C). This completes the proof.
From this fact it is meaningful to call k the cone topology on M.
Hereafter we consider only M which is attached the cone topology. If f.1.:
TM---+Mis the projection, then f.1.xexp: TM---+MX M is a diffeomorphism.
Using this map we define a distance 0 on SM as follows. o(v, W):=
d(pv, f.1.W) + d(exp v, exp w) for any v. WE SM.
Lemma 3.3 (see [8]). The map t: SMX [- 00, 00] ---+ M given by
t(v, t):=rv(t) is continuous.

Proof It will be sufficient to prove that rvn(tn)---+rv(oo) as Vn---+V and
tn---+oo. Letp:=f.1.vandpn:=f.1.vn' There exists a unique Wn E S(p) such
that r wn(sn) =r vn(tn), where Sn: = d(p, r Vn(tn)). Obviously Sn---+ OO as n---+oo.
By Proposition 1.1, d(exp (tn/~n)vn' exp wn):;;;;'d(P,Pn)' Hence
o(vn> wn)=d(PmP)+d(exp Vn, exp Wn)
:;;;;'d(p,Pn)+d(exp Vn, exp (tn!Sn)V n)
+d(exp (tn!Sn)V n, exp Wn)---+O
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=rw,,(sn)=Fp«sn/l+sn)wn) and (sn/1+sn)wn---+v, r.itn)---+r.(oo).
completes the proof.
The following will be used in the proof of Theorem 3.12.

Lemma 3.4 (see [8]). Let E:={(p, b) E MXM;p-=/=b}.
E---+SM given by V(p, b): = rplO) is continuous.

This

The map V:

For we have just proved that lim V(Pno bn)=lim V(p, bn)=rPb(O) if
E MX M.

(Pm bn)---+(p, b)

Lemma 3.5 (see [8]). Let E':={(p, a, b) E MXMxM;p-=/=a;p-=/=b}.
The function 1:: E'---+R given by cos 1:p(a, b)=<V(p, b), V(p, b) (0<
1:ia, b) < rr) is continuous.

<" .)

This is because V and
is continuous.
Let ifJ be an isometry on M. Then ifJ preserves the asymptote relation
on the set of all geodesics in M. .Hence we can naturally extend ifJ to a
map of M into itself, which is denoted by the same notation ifJ. Obviously
ifJ: M---+M is bijective. If C is a cone in M, then ifJC is a cone in M. Thus
we have
Lemma 3.6. Let ifJ be an isometry on M. Then ifJ: M ---+ M is a homeoIn particular, ifJ always has a fixed point in M.

morphism.

If x E M( 00) is a fixed point of an isometry ifJ of M, then ifJ-I a E x for
all a E x. It follows from Proposition 1.11 that fa 0 ifJ-fa=f,-la-fa is
constant on M. By the same reasoning, fa 0 ifJ - fll 0 ifJ = fa - fll on M for
any a, f3 E x. Thus fa 0 ifJ -fa is independent of the choice of a E x, so
that we can define a function T",: I",(M)---+R by T",(ifJ)=fa 0 ifJ-fa, where
I",(M) is the set of all isometries of M which have a fixed point x.
Lemma 3.7 (see [8]).

T:& is a homomorphism into the additive group of

real numbers.
A geodesic r in N is by definition almost minimizing if there is a number c>O such that d(r(O), r(t))>t-c for all t>O. We say that x E M(oo)
is (almost) D-minimizing if rra is (almost) minimizing in N: =M/D for every
a E x. Obviously it follows that if rra is almost minimizing in N, then
a( 00) is almost D-minimizing. However we do not know whether the
property hold for minimizing geodesics.

Lemma 3.8 (see [8]). Let D be a properly discontinuous group of isometries of M, and let z E M( 00) be a common fixed point of D. Then the
following are equivalent.
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z is almost D-minimizing.
T.(<jJ)=Ofor every <jJ E D, where T. is as in Lemma 3.7.
z is D-minimizing.

Lemma 3.9. Let D, z be as in Lemma 3.8 and let n: M---+MjD is the
covering projection. Then ha 0 n=fa, where a E z and fa and ha is the
Busemann functions of a and na respectively. In particular, fu is convex
and (C 1-)differentiable.
Proof From (2) of Lemma 3.8 there exists a functionfon N:=MjD
such that fo n=fa, where a E z. Then f is convex and C1-differentiable,
since so isfa on M. We assert thatf=ha. Let pEN and let p lie over
p. Let T(p, 1f,) lie over T(p, na(t)) for each t. Then 1f, Efa- 1( -t). If (3
is an asymptote to a in M such that (3(R) nfa- 1(0) = (3(0) and p = (3( - s) for
some s, then s+t<d(p, 1f,)=d(p, na(t))~d(p, aCt)) for every t E R, and
therefore faCp)=s ~ lim {d(p, 1f,)- t} = lim {d(p, na(t)) - t} < lim {d(p,
a(t))-t}=fa(P)' ThuSha=fa n=f This completes the proof.
Let <jJ be an isometry of M'. Define a function g~ on M' by gip): =
d(p, <jJp) for each point p E M'. g~ is called the displacement function of
<jJ. The displacement function divides the isometry of M' into three types.
<jJ is said to be elliptic if g~ has minimum zero, axial if g~ has positive minimum and parabolic if g~ has no minimum. In M an isometry <jJ is axial
if and only if there exists a geodesic a in M such that, for some a~O, <jJa(t)
=a(t+a) for all t E R. Such a geodesic a is called an axis of <jJ. By Proposition 1.12, all axes of <jJ are biasymptotic to each other. Also a=
0

ming~.

Let D be a properly discontinuous group of isometries of M without
fixed points. We say that D is axial if every 1=F <jJ E D is axial and <jJ, t E
D-{1} have biasymptotic axes. We say that D is parabolic if there exists
a z E M( 00) that is the unique fixed point of every 1=F<jJ E D. Also we
say that N is axial (or parabolic) if the fundamental group D is axial (or
Parabolic). It is axial and parabolic manifolds that have simplest relationships between the fundamental group and its limit set (see [8]). Although
we can extend results of [8] concerning axial and parabolic manifolds, it is
not interesting to do so, because the material change of methods in [8] may
be unnecessary. But another important and simplest cases exist which are
related to the splitting theorems of manifolds and treated in [17]. Without
material change of methods of [17] we have the following. But we improve
it in Proposition 3.13.
Proposition 3.10. Let D be a properly discontinuous group of isometries of M without fixed points. If there exist distinct points x and y in
M(oo) such that (1) they are common fixed points of D, (2) they are almost
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D-minimizing and (3) /rex) and /r(Y) are in different ends of N:=MjD, then
N is isometric to a Riemannian product NI X R.

In [14] there arises a problem concerning the growth of the diameter
of levels of a convex function. We treat a special case in Theorem 3.12.
Lemma 3.11. Let 7 be a ray in N and let l' be a lift of 7 to the universal covering space M of N. Then I, is convex on N if and only if 00 )
is an almost D-minimizing fixed point of D, the fundamental group of N.

rc

Proof The sufficient condition is shown in the same way as the proof
of Theorem 3.9.
Suppose that I, is convex on N. Let 1 =l=ifJ E D. For each t>O let
at: [0, Ltl-+N be the geodesic loop at 7(t) such that at corresponds to
ifJ. For each t:::::O if !3(u):=7(-u+t) for each u>O, where the domain
of 7 is extended to R, then !3 is a perpendicular to 1,-1« - 00, - tl). Hence
<f. (t(t), at(O» s;, /rj2 and <f. (f(t), - a/Lt» s;, /rj2 for every t > O. This
means that L t is monotone nonincreasing in t > 0, and equivalently r( 00)
is a fixed point of ifJ. Since 7 is a ray, 1'(00) is almost D-minimizing.
These completes the proof.
Theorem 3.12. Let 7 be a ray in N. IfI, is convex on N and if the
diameter function 0 of the levels of I, is bounded, then N is isometric to a
Riemannian product NI X R.

Proof Let M be the universal covering space of Nand l' be a lift of
7 to M. Let D be the fundamental group of N. By Lemma 3.11, 1'(00)
=:z is an almost D-minimizing fixed point of D. For each point p E M
let W(p):=7p.( - 00) E M(oo). If t and V are maps as in Lemma 3.3
and 3.4, then W(p)=t(V(p, z), - 00) for allp E M. Hence the map W:
M-+M(oo) is continuous, and thus W(M) is connected in M(oo). Once
we establish that W(M) cDr( - 00), since D1'( - 00) is a countable set
in M( 00), W(M) = 1'( - 00), and then M is isometrically a Riemannian
product MI X R. The product decomposition MI X R is hereditable to N
through the projection /r. This is our goal. It remains to prove that
W(M) = D1'( - 00). Let p E M and let p be a geodesic through p in M
such thatfr(p(O»=0. Assume that L>O is an upper bound of o. For each
t<O there exists a ifJt ED such that d(p(t), ifJtr(t»<L. Since ifJt1' and p
are asymptotic, d(p(O), ifJtr(O»<L. By the proper discontinuity of D, there
exists a sequence tn and a ifJ E D such that t n-+- 00 and ifJtn=ifJ. Then
d(p(t), ifJr(t»<L for all t E R, since for each n it holds that d(p(t), ifJr(t»
<L for all t;;;;, tn. Hence p and ifJ1' is biasymptotic, and therefore ifJr( - 00)
= p( - 00 ). This completes the proof.
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Concerning Theorem 3.12, it should be noted that if N has nonpositive sectional curvature, then "I, is convex" in the assumption can be
replaced by "there exists a convex functionfwithout minimum", In fact,
using (4) of 3.4 Proposition in [2], it is possible to prove the analogous
result to Lemma 3.11: For each point pEN let r be a ray such that if
q. E N is the foot of P on f-l« - 00, s]) for each s, then r([O, 00» is the
limit of a subsequence of T(p, q.) as s--+inff Then ]'(00) is an almost
D-minimizing fixed point of D, where]' is a lift of r to M. Also we can
obtain the analogous result to Theorem 3.12 if we replaCe fr with the lift 1
of f to M in the proof.
The following is an application of Theorem 2.11 and gives another
version of Proposition 3.10.
Proposition 3.13. Suppose that N has two ends. If there exist convex
functions It and h on N such that they have no minimum and It- l « - 00, toD
nh- l« - 00, so]) = cjJ for some to > inf It and some so>infh, then N is isomertic to a Riemannia~ product Nl X R.

Proof From Theorem 2.11 we need only to prove that W:=N00, t l ])-h- 1« - 00, sa) is bounded for any t1> to>tl>iru It and S1>
so>sl>infh, sincelt-1« - 00, tlDnh- 1« - 00, sID = cjJ. Let r l and rz be rays
in N such thatlt(rl(u»--+inflt as u--+oo andh(rz(u»--+infh as u--+oo. Suppose that W is unbounded. Then there exist Po and PI in W such that
!t(PO)<It(Pl) and h(Po) <h(Pl). The reasoning is as follows. By [14] all
levels ofIt and h are compact and N is topologically a product Nl X R,
where Nl is a level ofIt. Hence, if p~ is a sequence of points in W which
goes to infinity, thenlt(p~), h(P~)--+oo as n--+oo. Thus there exist points
in W which satisfy the condition. Let r be a geodesic in N such that reO)
=Po and r(L)=Pl for some L>O. Let Kbe a compact set in N containinglt-1(tl) andh-1(Sl). Since all r(u), rtCu) and rz(u) go to infinity as u--+
00, there exists an L'>L>O such that each of r([L', 00», rl([L', 00» and
rz([L', 00» is contained in an unbounded component of N-K. Hence
r([L',oo» and rl([L', 00» are, for example, contained in the same component of N - K, since N has two ends. There exists a curve c: [0, 1]--+
N-K such that c(O)=r(L') and c(1)=rl(L'). However this is impossible,
becausej;(rtCL'»<tl andlt(r(L'»>tl, which implies the existence of a v E
[0,1] such thatlt(c(v»=tl. . This completes the proof.

It -1«

-
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